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The $RBA “RoboApe” token is a meme token poised to revolutionize 
the crypto space. $RBA is an ERC20 token on the Ethereum 
network that will cost a meager transaction fee on the RoboApe 
platform, with plans to hand a portion of the collected transaction 
fee back to wallet holders. RoboApe token is a deflationary meme 
coin since another portion of this transaction fee would be taken 
out of circulation permanently by burning the $RBA.  
RoboApe will be a decentralized community-driven project 
without any leadership allocations at launch. No token allocations 
will ensure an ecosystem of equality where the team and the 
community have to purchase $RBA tokens themselves without 
any incentives or exclusive wallets for founders or developers. 
With the deflationary mechanism of $RBA, the number of $RBA 
in existence would decrease continuously in proportion to the 
number of transactions on the RoboApe platform, resulting in a 
lesser number of $RBA tokens in the future than their amount at 
any given moment.  
RoboApe is a sustainable project that remodels current crypto 
mechanisms with its exclusion of team incentives or monetization 
mechanisms preventing the team members from dominating 
RoboApe’s governance. RoboApe would work with a team of 
developers and substantial contributors that would work for the 
sole purpose of building and advancing the platform free of cost. 
The exclusion of the developer wallet encourages the $RBA 
community to collaborate to accomplish common goals. $RBA’s 
brand is also focused on Decentralized Finance (DeFi) technology, 
charity endeavors, and, above all, its enriching community that 
contributes to individual and mutual success. 
“$RBA is a futuristic meme token that addresses economic 
shackles, making growth possible via its sustainable community 
development and rewarding culture.” 

In the modern culture, be it millennials or Gen-Z, memes constitute 
the most recent iteration of communicative competence. With the 
existence of a meme for explaining entire topics, societies, ideas, 
and most essentially, jokes, the confluence of comic, pictorial, and 
literary styles has redefined basic communication concepts in the 
twenty-first century. A trend that is most likely to continue in the 
coming decades.
Developing such a structure is among our age’s most pressing 
needs, as the change in knowledge and processes is attributed to 
man’s instinct and evolution. We can rethink how society extends 
by dumping legacy incentive structures where collaboration and 
finance never shook hands.  
RoboApe’s DeFi and DAO can accomplish previously unattainable 
objectives through RoboApe’s completely community-driven 
ecosystem for entertainment providing vast opportunities for 
generating finances. RoboApe will encourage the joint economic 
growth of the platform and its contributors.

Introduction

NOTE: This Litepaper does not constitute nor implies 
a final technical specification of 
RoboApe. Information presented, technical or 
otherwise, is meant to outline the general idea of 
the RoboApe, its design, and its use-cases and is 
subject to 
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As opposed to going in full guns blazing without knowing the 
current market, RoboApe’s vision to create the top meme token 
would have been admirable but not sustainable.  
In the past, meme coins have made headlines all around the world, 
spiking the interest of the likes of Elon Musk, Kevin Jonas, and Mark 
Cuban. However, inspite of their popularity, meme coins have not 
been able to leave a lasting impact on the cryptocurrency market 
and have remained stagnant for too long and currently following 
a similar path. 
Let us take the example of the current top memecoin globally, 
Dogecoin. Dogecoin’s price remained constant without much 
increment or decrement till 2021, with the rise in popularity of 
meme coins worldwide. However, in 2022, Dogecoin’s value has 
fallen and remains at an average value, as shown by the following 
graph of Dogecoin’s price history. 

It is evident that there is a fall in the value since 
Dogecoin memes have withered from social 
media. The memecoin is primarily used as a 
currency for social media content, and that too 
by only its loyal community.  
Other popular meme coins also follow a similar 
path. Their value rises proportionately with their 
popularity and drops significantly once the 
meme craze passes and the internet moves on 
to the next meme. But why is it so? 
The immediate rise and fall of meme coins lies 
with their utilities and use cases. Meme token 
projects worldwide create a memecoin for 
entertainment purposes but forget the potential 
of cryptocurrency and blockchain technology. 

This is where RoboApe will fix the market’s mistake 
by creating a meme token with excellent utility. 
And where $RBA will be utilized, a lavishing and 
growing economy of the RoboApe ecosystem 
will establish itself, taking the value of $RBA 
upwards and to new heights that other meme 
coins only dream of reaching. 
The entertainment aspect will always remain 
essential in the RoboApe ecosystem, with users 
being able to create and share quality meme 
content and monetize their efforts. Additionally, 
users will use the $RBA token in governance, 
RoboApe eSports, RoboApe Gaming, RoboApe 
NFT marketplace, and much more.

(Dogecoin Price History, Source: Statista) 

Market Analysis 

Ecosystem Products Description

RoboApe Academy An online library of knowledge for 
everything blockchain and crypto.

RoboApe NFTs and On-chain creation and trading of card and 
meme

RMaorbkoeAtpplea ceeSports NOFnT-chs.ain eSports competitions for 
gamers.

RoboApe Swap Interoperability via cross-chain swapping.

RoboApe Forum A community forum for general discussions, 
FAQs, memes, and more.

RoboApe Gaming
Web browser and mobile-based games for 
entertainment and game servers and mods 
for community members.

RoboApe Meme Submissions Meme submissions for meme usage within 
the ecosystem.
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Competitor
Analysis 
The first meme coin, Dogecoin became known in 2013, with its 
launch in December of that year. With the growing cryptocurrency 
market and the initial hype around Dogecoin, many new meme 
coins entered the cryptocurrency market. Be it Shiba Inu, Dogelon 
Mars, Banano, or DogeBonk, meme coins have their presence in 
the cryptocurrency market with a global market cap of over $28.5 
billion, according to Coin Market Cap. But the volatility of such 
meme coins is another talk altogether. 
In the long run, meme coins have not proven fruitful for investors, 
often falling in value as the meme becomes “un-funny,” in a manner 
of speaking. However, as the market analysis explains, $RBA will be 
different by establishing a robust platform and community. 

Hoge Finance 
Meme coins with token utilities are rare but present, with Hoge 
Finance being a top competitor for the RoboApe ecosystem. Hoge 
is another meme token launched at the beginning of 2021, circling 
memes, DeFi, and charitable work. Hoge has also established the 
Hoge Association. The establishment in Switzerland has opened 
up prospects for the project worldwide, helping its recognition 
as a legal entity. Hoge Finance provides many products under its 

ecosystem for NFTs, Gaming, merchandise, memes, and more. 
The charitable work laid down Hoge’s foundation and paved the 
way to its popularity. However, with many services and products for 
boosting the ecosystem’s popularity, Hoge compromised its quality.

How will RoboApe be better? 
With many excellent services planned for the RoboApe ecosystem, 
such as RoboApe Finance, RoboApe eSports, RoboApe NFT 
Marketplace, RoboApe Swap, and others, RoboApe recognizes that 
the accomplishment of such a wide array of products and services 
will not be a simple task. 
By focusing our efforts on one product at a time, RoboApe will 
deliver the best services that users will be able to enjoy and profit 
from instead of rushing all our unfinished and unprepared ideas 
and products towards launching products that will disappoint 
users. 
Rome was not built in a day, and neither will RoboApe be. However, 
our developers and team will burn the midnight oil to ensure 
all RoboApe products are adequate and never compromise the 
quality of the ecosystem.
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RoboApe
Ecosystem
RoboApe Brand 
RoboApe aims to create a meme token with an exceptional utility 
to give back more than it takes. After numerous hours of research 
to identify valuable principles, the RoboApe brand intends to 
embark on a quest to become a well-established and community-
oriented blockchain venture. 
Individuals exploring novel experiences or services centered on 
meme culture that is unavailable on centralized alternatives or 
social media will make up a substantial section of the RoboApe 
ecosystem. Since a single platform for decentralized technologies 
based on legacy architecture will not ensure RoboApe’s universal 
recognition, the community will focus on developing crypto-centric 
technologies and applications while striving to achieve RoboApe’s 
success. 
RoboApe’s ecosystem, which promotes peer-to-peer economy 
and community governance, will be the key that unlocks vastly 
expanded economic opportunities for lending, crediting, and 
liquidity. The RoboApe ecosystem will help meme tokens gain 
traction, starting with the $RBA, by providing a DeFi platform for 
meme and crypto enthusiasts. 

Community Driven 
RoboApe will function as a community-driven DAO (Decentralized 
Autonomous Organization), providing development initiatives, 
resources, and decision-making directly to the RoboApe 
community.  
RoboApe’s community-driven ecosystem will assure an automated 
and impartial platform that gives a flawless framework for organizing 
funding, communicating communal viewpoints, and establishing 
consensus on protocol improvement.  
The primary goal of RoboApe is to upgrade and develop legacy 
DAO designs to develop projects that keep profiteers at bay. The 
solution to the problem lies in empowering developers to work 
diligently with the community for cooperative growth rather than 
for selfish economic enrichment. 
RoboApe will be completely community-powered, with all 
members sharing equality of rights and freedom, enabled by 
voting structures in place to determine whether or not a proposal 
should be approved based on the long and short-term welfare, 
advancements, alteration, and, most importantly, the growth it 
would bring to RoboApe and its community.
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RoboApe Academy
Learning is an essential component in spreading blockchain and 
cryptocurrency uptake. With the fast growth of cryptocurrency, 
the world requires a comprehensive, trustworthy, and accessible 
source of blockchain information. The following graph highlights 
how many individuals from different countries worldwide have 
already owned or traded cryptocurrencies:

With not even half the population interacting with blockchain 
technology, RoboApe aims to increase this figure by promoting 
understanding of the fundamental technologies reshaping the 
planet.  
The RoboApe ecosystem invites not only cryptocurrency specialists 
or investors but also newcomers interested in understanding 
blockchain and kindred technologies through the RoboApe 
Academy. The RoboApe Academy will be an entirely free educational 
hub that will inform and educate individuals on all they need to 
know about cryptocurrency.

The RoboApe Academy’s fundamental purpose will be to deliver 
world-class education on blockchain systems, cryptocurrency, 
security, finance, and the underlying decentralization principles 
that enable DeFi, dApps, and DAOs, among other topics. Individuals 
would get access to a massive collection of instructional resources, 
which would:

• Share the most recent cryptocurrency market 
news.
• Come with a variety of informative articles and 
entertaining videos.
• Be improved on a routine basis to stay up with 
emerging trends.
• Allow individuals to get certified after completing 
exclusive courses
The RoboApe Academy will also feature exclusive guides for 
community members holding the $RBA token. RoboApe research 
aided by community experience with deep explanations of 
the critical areas of the blockchain space and a comprehensive 
RoboApe knowledge base to get the most out of investing and 
trading will be accessible by community members only. 

RoboApe Finance
RoboApe will provide countless financial opportunities with the 
$RBA token. The RoboApe ecosystem will be community-driven, 
providing a plethora of options to interact, manage, and generate 
finances in a decentralized fashion. RoboApe’s $RBA is a deflationary 
meme coin.  
A small fee will be charged for every transaction on the RoboApe 
platform, half of which will be burned, and the other half will be 
returned to wallet holders. With a reduction in the $RBA token 
supply with every transaction, RoboApe’s deflationary mechanism 
ensures the token’s long-term viability and increase in value.  
However, this is not a cause of concern as the initial token supply 
would be significant, with plenty of tokens available for many. 
Furthermore, the developers of the platform will also have to buy 
$RBA tokens using their own money to promote equality. The 
holders and investors of the $RBA token will benefit from the 
RoboApe platform as its novel concept of combining the meme 
community with DeFi will soon catch on with the world.  
Since a community of meme connoisseurs would entirely manage 
RoboApe, the platform would include a vast library of memes 
available for enjoyment and allow individuals to create their own. 
In addition, RoboApe will provide financial opportunities for NFT 
enthusiasts where users would be able to mint NFTs on the RoboApe 
platform and list them on the RoboApe NFT marketplace.
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RoboApe NFT Marketplace 
RoboApe’s ecosystem is not limited to a specific field like legacy 
blockchain systems and will provide a one-stop shop for everything 
crypto. The platform would also incorporate the RoboApe NFT 
Marketplace, where users would be able to buy, sell, or trade NFTs. 
The RoboApe NFT Marketplace would include an $RBA gas fee 
for the minting of new NFT pieces via a new smart contract. With 
a platform surrounding the meme culture to take meme coins to 
the next level, RoboApe’s community will be able to mint images 
and GIF memes in the form of RoboApe trading cards that they 
can hold or sell. Once the NFT is created, the NFT will show up in 
the creator’s wallet with absolutely no catch. 
In addition, the RoboApe platform would also host exclusive NFT 
Minting Events for its community, where users would be able to 
mint new NFTs using the Event’s premier trading card template.  

• Share the most recent cryptocurrency market 
news.
• Come with a variety of informative articles and 
entertaining videos.
• Be improved on a routine basis to stay up with 
emerging trends.
• Allow individuals to get certified after completing 
exclusive courses

RoboAPE eSports
The RoboApe ecosystem would include RoboApe eSports with 
community sports contests to enhance the gaming experience. 
With the support of Web 3.0 applications, the RoboApe eSports 
community would include: 

• Sports and gaming tournaments on the RoboApe 
platform.
• Individual and multiplayer competing modes.
• Various leagues and tournaments with the 
matching of equally experienced players.
• Prize pools and rewards for tournament winners.
• Financial opportunities via sponsorships, 
endorsements, and team rewards.
RoboApe’s decentralized eSports platform would connect 
stakeholders and allow management and distribution of prizes, 
player transfers between guilds, advertising tournaments, and 
more. In addition, RoboApe eSports would provide a transparent 
platform for fierce gaming competitiveness, removing the risks 
of unfair prize distributions and ensuring game developers are 
compensated for their efforts.  
RoboApe eSports will revolutionalize the market via secure $RBA 
payments, a transparent database, streamlined donations, and 
promote the autonomy of genuine eSports free of corruption. 
RoboApe eSports would transform the legacy incentive models and 
promote easier crowdfunding and facilitate a broader market for 
the minting and trading of in-game NFT assets, creating financial 
opportunities. 
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Liquidity Locking 
The ease with which DeFi tokens are released is both a luxury and 
a burden. There is still a lot of cheating and fraud in the crypto 
industry, which RoboApe disdains. The developers are required 
to pair a token they release with another crypto token or fiat 
currency before listing it on a DEX, $RBA in the case of RoboApes 
to a “liquidity pool” for facilitating the buying and trading. Liquidity 
pools are designed to make purchasing and selling crypto tokens 
quick and straightforward.  
On the other hand, malicious investors and scam artists practice 
“rug pulls” to defraud projects by withdrawing funds and then 
disappearing with investor capital. Such scam artists often use 
“pump and dump” techniques to influence the price of the token 
to attract investors and sell their shares the moment investor 
capital is received, boosting the trading volume and increasing the 
liquidity pool amount. Scam artists then disappear after “pulling 
the rug” by stealing the significant investor capital, destroying the 
token’s value, and leaving investors at losses. 
RoboApe will concentrate on addressing such scams and issues 
by various compensation systems to have market forces do 
the legwork when the software cannot, to remove crooks and 
fraudsters by implementing enhanced incentive schemes for 
liquidity locking platforms, and DEX with well-established liquidity 
consensus procedures. In addition, the $RBA token and RoboApe 
platform would also undergo a CertiK audit to ensure the security 
of its token and platform.  

RoboApe Swap 
RoboApe’s platform will be developed with the objective of 
increasing the breadth of its use cases and utilities globally. Existing 
blockchain solutions use a separate and segregated ecosystem, 
regardless of their size or market presence. In addition, cross-chain 
swaps are available today. However, RoboApe’s decentralized 
and community-driven attributes paired with a cutting-edge 
token exchange mechanism would highlight RoboApe and help 
it dethrone current blockchain ecosystems. With the RoboApe 
Swap, RoboApe will bridge isolated blockchain networks for 
enabling cross-chain token swaps. RoboApe Swap will provide a 
native swap mechanism enabling cross-chain exchanging of the 
$RBA token with popular blockchains to compensate for the lack 
of interoperability in existing blockchains. 

Roboape Meme Submissions 
The centerpiece of the RoboApe ecosystem is the $RBA token and 
the meme coin culture. Having a platform that will not allow users 
to share memes will be an insult to such a promise which is why 
our platform will also incorporate RoboApe Meme Submissions.

RoboApe Meme Submissions will allow users to explore their 
creative talents and humor to create and submit RoboApe memes, 
GIFs, and videos. User meme submissions will be reviewed by 
the community and considered for usage within the RoboApe 
ecosystem. 
Memes attract all the attention on social media and are contagious, 
like diseases. But that does not stop the worldwide community 
from coming together and sharing laughs by eliminating several 
language barriers and sharing their meme creations. Memes are 
the best source of entertainment and monetization, allowing 
RoboApe users to do much.

Cheap Creation with Easy 
Profits
Memes are cheap to create and do not require challenging 
thinking on the creator’s end. If a funny situation can click when 
you are alone or with friends, creating a meme about it will amass 
a massive following because chances are, it has happened with 
others too. 
Memes require creativity, a good sense of humor, and a funny image 
or template showing relatable or funny imagery. Furthermore, as 
memes are so cheap to create, marketing campaigns and celebrity 
profiles on social media employ memes to increase their popularity 
and interactions, a suite that the RoboApe platform will follow with 
the RoboApe Meme Submissions.

RoboApe Brand and 
Community Expansion 
Our platform will employ memes created by the community 
members and users of the RoboApe ecosystem on the platform 
and shared within the ecosystem. They might even be featured on 
social media marketing campaigns. 
With a popular meme-sharing culture on its platform, RoboApe 
will establish a strong community of like-minded individuals, 
making consensus easier and brightening its future. Furthermore, 
RoboApe will also become an excellent platform for sharing 
memes, attracting meme enthusiasts worldwide who want to join 
such a healthy and flourishing meme community.
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RoboApe’s Human Side 
Poking gentle fun at the platform and the RoboApe brand will 
set RoboApe apart from the rest by showing the human side 
of our project. Memes are not always funny and provide insight 
into brands in a lighter manner, highlighting the brand’s focus by 
attracting attention. 
Like a human laughing at himself reveals their confidence, 
recognition of own shortcomings and quality attributes, and 
highlights an excellent persona, memes on the platform, even 
the ones about the RoboApe ecosystem, will help improve the 
platform’s image and make users feel part of a robust, strong, 
confident, beneficial, visionary, and evolving community. 

Roboape Forum 
The RoboApe ecosystem will also incorporate the RoboApe 
Forum. The RoboApe Forum will increase RoboApe community 
engagement and allow users to share valuable opinions and 
feedback on various projects, announcements, and developments. 

General Discussions 
The community will use RoboApe Forum’s general discussions for 
creating and interacting with messaging threads about all things 
RoboApe. 

Official Announcements 
RoboApe Forum’s official announcements will incorporate 
messaging threads about the official announcements of the 
RoboApe platform, including but not limited to product launches, 
changes, updates, and rejections, allowing users to communicate 
with the RoboApe developers directly. 

Operations 
RoboApe Forum’s operations thread will include informational 
threads on the working of the ecosystem allowing the community 
to educate their peers on basic operations and aid them in 
benefitting from the RoboApe platform. 

Business Development 
RoboApe Forum’s business development will allow community 
members to share their knowledge and experience about CEXs 
(Centralized Exchanges), DEXs (Decentralized Exchanges), 
marketing strategies, advertisements, and more. Business 
development will also benefit influencers and content creators 
who will provide valuable insights and promote the platform for 
expanding its reach. 

Community Standards 
RoboApe Forum’s community standards threat will allow the 
RoboApe community to discuss and recommend basic community 
principles, standards, and related projects to ensure that each user 
is heard, valued, and respected in the RoboApe ecosystem. 

Newcomer
RoboApe Forum’s newcomer thread will be for new community 
members, providing a place to introduce themselves, familiarize 
themselves with the ecosystem and receive tips from other 
community members.

Helpdesk
RoboApe Forum’s Helpdesk will incorporate threads for community 
members to seek help regarding buying, hodling, swapping, and 
selling $RBA. In addition, the thread will also allow community 
members to post questions and seek help regarding RoboApe 
eSports, RoboApe NFT marketplace, RoboApe Gaming, and all 
other products within our ecosystem. 

Memes
RoboApe Forum will also include a separate thread for sharing 
memes that will not need approval for submission and will be 
purely for entertainment and amusement.
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The RoboApe ecosystem will not be limited to eSports or 
competitive gaming and include a dedicated RoboApe Gaming 
module. RoboApe eSports has countless advantages incorporating 
various competing modes, leagues, tournaments, and prize pools 
for winners. However, we feel that a portion of our wonderful 
community would feel left out if they wish to utilize our platform for 
gaming but have little experience with competitive tournaments 
or are uninterested in eSports, which is where RoboApe Gaming 
falls into place. 

RoboApe Gaming will not be limited and will shatter the shackles 
of particular platforms by providing users a one-stop shop for all 
stuff gaming, be it browser games, mobile games, game servers, 
or game mods. The users will also be able to share gaming tags to 
invite other RoboApe community members to join them on their 
consoles or PCs. 
RoboApe Gaming will allow the community to connect and 
socialize outside the forum, increase creativity and focus, and 
encourage teamwork. RoboApe Gaming will include

Roboape
Gaming

Gaming Feature Explanation

Browser Gaming Clicker, runner, shooting, action, thriller, and various other genre games 
that any individual would be able to play using a web browser. 

Mobile Gaming Shooting, runner, swiping, action, adventure, and similar games will be 
available on mobile devices via the Google Play Store and App Store. 

Exclusive Game Servers 
RoboApe will share exclusive game servers for industry giants such as 
Minecraft, Roblox, and more to allow community members to engage 
with their RoboApe 

Game Mods 
Interoperability RoboApe Gaming will also include game mods where 
the users will be able to share and download mods for various games. via 
cross-chain swapping.
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Community
Development 
With vast community projects in the blockchain space, RoboApe 
identified several drawbacks of such projects, including a lack of 
unity, communication, engagement, and coordination. A problem 
RoboApe wanted to tackle by creating a platform that would 
provide a space where community members would be able to 
come and work together. Thus, RoboApe was born. The RoboApe 
platform and its meme coin $RBA present the perfect blend that 
can connect individuals with laughter and collaboration.  
In an industry that relies on individuals exchanging values with each 
other, the centerpiece of RoboApe is its community that harnesses 
the power of a trustworthy online society with individuals creating 
a varied but ever-growing talent pool on RoboApe’s ecosystem. 
RoboApe powers individuals with decentralized governance and 
tools for various fields, empowering them as  

Creators and Consumers 
RoboApe’s creator community will be able to generate content 
for the community as a whole to absorb and enjoy, including the 
creation of

• Memes, Graphics, and Animations: Memes, 
graphics, and animations are the language of the 
future, with each one making countless individuals 
laugh and conveying over a thousand emotions, 
allowing the RoboApe community to exchange 
ideas, styles, and cultures.
• Educational Content: RoboApe community 
creators will also generate educational videos and 
articles for their peers and individuals looking to 
learn more about cryptocurrency and blockchain 
technology with the RoboApe community and 
platform.
• Host Exclusive Events: RoboApe’s community 

will come together to host exclusive events such as 
AMAs (Ask Me Anything) to clear doubts and ignite 
curiosity about projects, group voice chats for sharing 
ideas and community workloads, and community 
raids allowing content viewers to become a part of 
the project.

Developers 
The RoboApe developer community will work for free for advancing 
the community as a whole:

• Developing Smart Contracts: RoboApe developers 
will create smart contracts enabling the RoboApe 
DeFi space and the minting of new NFTs during its NFT 
minting events. In addition, the developers will work 
around the clock to ensure quick implementation 
of consensus upgrades with a bug-free platform. 
• Developing Applications: RoboApe developers will 
give back to the community by creating blockchain 
P2E games, mobile, and Web 3.0 decentralized 
applications, and more for the RoboApe community 
to enjoy by becoming a part of future technologies 
and earning finances simultaneously.
• Platform Improvements: With the platform 
“running normally,” RoboApe developers will not 
be inactive. Instead, the development team will 
continue to improve the RoboApe ecosystem’s core 
functionality while also considering user suggestions 
for boosting the platform’s accessibility.

Furthermore, the developers would work day and 
night to stay consistent with the charity efforts of 
the RoboApe ecosystem and community. 

Charity & Events 
The RoboApe ecosystem will work for the betterment of society 
worldwide. RoboApe believes the key to a sustainable and enriching 
environment is the collective working, care, and advancement of all 
flora and fauna. RoboApe’s community will actively get chances to 
participate in tons of charitable events aimed at making the world 
better, including 

Charity Games 
eSports and P2E games on the RoboApe platform would be 
joined by RoboApe charity games where players and guilds would 
compete to win, with the earnings going to their selected charity.  

Charity Events 
RoboApe would frequently host charitable events for various 
societies and causes to help spread awareness and aid them in 
generating funds.  

Charity Giving 
RoboApe would tie up with various charities and non-profit 
organizations where individuals would be able to donate to causes 
that they would love to support. 

Live Events 
RoboApe’s ecosystem would also bring together individuals from 
all around the globe to discuss their causes, providing them 
a platform to be heard. People can learn and donate to various 
charitable causes. 
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Community
Development 
Helping Humanity 
Helping humanity is one of the core concepts of the RoboApe 
platform and community. RoboApe would continuously contribute 
to charitable causes and help turn the world into a better place for 
everyone. 

RoboApe Merch 
RoboApe also has plans to expand its ecosystem with an eCommerce 
platform. But even before the addition of the eCommerce platform, 
RoboApe would start providing exclusive RoboApe Merchandise 
for establishing a larger community and increasing its market hold. 
Individuals would be able to purchase:  

• RoboApe Clothing: RoboApe’s official clothing line 
would include T-shirts, hoodies, joggers, and more.
• RoboApe Phone Cases: RoboApe’s official phone 

cases, for a unique look for personal devices.
• RoboApe Stickers: RoboApe’s official stickers for 
styling any furniture, accessory, device, vehicle, wall, 
notebooks, mirrors, and much more.
• RoboApe Accessories: RoboApe’s official accessory 
line would include keychains, bracelets, watches, 
and more.
• RoboApe Wall Art: RoboApe’s official art pieces 
and posters would create a unique look for personal 
and professional spaces.
• RoboApe Stationery: RoboApe’s official stationery 
pieces so individuals can create, design, and learn 
with the RoboApe style.

“Furthermore, the RoboApe community will enjoy additional benefits by holding the $RBA token, 
providing them access to exclusive RoboApe merchandise and a “Community Only” clothing line. The 
$RBA token holders and RoboApe NFT minters would also be able to request the creation of one-of-a-
kind NFT clothing so they can showcase their RoboApe NFT trading card meme to the world.” 
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Future Projects 
With the platform still in its development phase, RoboApe’s eye 
is on the prospects and projects that would take the RoboApe 
ecosystem to another level. The creation of a platform driven by a 
focused and thriving community is just the first step of the journey 
of a thousand miles.  
RoboApe has aimed to list the $RBA token on exchanges with 
headquarters in the United States for a boost in popularity and 
growth. With the listing in place, Robo Ape would shift its aim to 
expand its ecosystem into developing a RoboApe enabled $RBA 
crowdfunding platform and an eCommerce platform for creating, 
buying, and selling RoboApe products that individuals would be 
able to use in the real world. The next step in RoboApe’s future 
would include an 
$RBA staking wallet for charitable donations to various causes and 
NGOs, working to make the planet and the lives of living beings 
greener and better.  
RoboApe will not stop here as it aims to achieve its goals 
continuously, the next one being the expansion of $RBA enabled 
P2E games, dApps, and cross-chain integration with industry giants, 

including the likes of Polygon, BSC (Binance Smart Chain), Fantom, 
and more. The 
$RBA token would enable cross-chain swapping and work 
with other blockchains to innovate and perfect smart contract 
technologies and blockchain security. 
RoboApe and its community will be motivated to expand their reach 
and work on future technologies with the incorporation of Web 3.0 
and the incorporation of a RoboApe Metaverse, enabled by virtual 
and automated technologies, transforming RoboApe into an online 
virtual world. The RoboApe metaverse would incorporate the best 
of blockchain principles to empower the RoboApe community, 
enabling a virtual space for limitless possibilities for content creation, 
development, entertainment, growth, and finance. RoboApe will 
continuously work to improve the lives of individuals on earth and 
achieve its long-term goal of creating a space program and sending 
RoboApe satellites into the atmosphere. 
However, this is not the end as the RoboApe community holds the 
power to take RoboApe in a direction it deems worthy with plenty 
of growth and advancement for the project and its community.  
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Tokenomics 
The RoboApe ecosystem has the ERC-20 $RBA token that provides 
investors with a wide array of benefits and use cases. The RoboApe 
community will deliver power to the $RBA meme token with their 
actions. Instead of sitting at home, waiting for others to drive the 
token’s value up or down, individuals would be able to participate 
within the RoboApe ecosystem to create utilities and increase 
the token’s value. The $RBA meme token, inspired by memes, is a 
robust crypto token that combines the entertainment of memes 
with the utility of top cryptocurrency tokens and offers plenty with:  

RoboApe NFT Marketplace
The $RBA token holders will be able to participate in NFT trading card 
minting events, allowing individuals to mint NFTs for themselves by 
uploading a GIF or an image paying nothing more than the gas fee 
that can be sold on the marketplace.

RoboApe eSports
The $RBA meme token will address the lack of player incentives 
and transparency by leveling the playfield with secure $RBA 
crypto token payments, ensuring trustworthy donations to players, 
creating loyalty models, and additional financial opportunities with 

in-game NFT assets.

RoboApe DAO
The holders of the $RBA token will take part in the platform’s 
governance to influence the RoboApe platform’s development 
and future upgrades.

RoboApe Hodling 
Individuals hodling the $RBA token will get much more profits in 
the long term. Holding a token with excellent use cases and utilities 
is fruitful standalone but paired with the deflationary $RBA token 
that burns a portion of all transactional fees, decreasing the token’s 
supply will significantly boost hodling profits. In addition, the other 
portion of the fee is credited back to wallet holders. 

RoboApe Bug Bounty 
RoboApe values its consumer privacy, security, and well-being and 
will also incorporate a bug bounty program to reward $RBA to 
individuals bringing bugs and vulnerabilities to light and incentives 
for helping in corrective measures.
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Roadmap
The RoboApe ecosystem will follow 5 stage roadmap with three crucial 
steps shaping the entire platform in each phase.  

* Website Launch: The first 
phase will include launching 
the official RoboApe website.
* Marketing Campaigns: 
Marketing campaigns will be 
crucial in the initial phase, 
providing popularity boosts 
and investor onboarding.
* RoboApe Faucet: To further 
boost RoboApe’s growth and 
popularity, the initial phase 
will include RoboApe Faucet to 
award loyal and hardworking 
users with $RBA.

* RoboApe Bridges: The second 
phase will begin with bridging 
the RoboApe platform with 
other popular blockchain 
networks.
* RoboAPE NFT Mint: NFT 
minting will also be crucial 
for the second phase as our 
excellent features start rolling 
out.
* DEX & CEX Listing: The 
second phase will also list the 
$RBA token on popular CEXs 
and DEXs, allowing investors 
to choose either the former or 
the latter option as per their 
choice.

* RoboApe Academy: The 
RoboApe Academy spreading 
knowledgeable blockchain 
guides, books, courses, videos, 
and more for users worldwide 
will be launched with phase 3.
* NFT Partnerships & Streams: 
NFT partnerships and Streams 
will also be a crucial part of 
phase 3, with content creators, 
artists, musicians, and creative 
individuals joining our NFT 
marketplace.
* RoboApe SWAP: The third 
phase will conclude with 
the launch of the RoboApe 
Swap, enabling interoperable, 
efficient, and cheap cross-
chain token swapping.

* Charity Events: With phase 
4, our various charitable drives, 
events, and games will start in 
the ecosystem and contribute 
to society.
* Merch Drop: Phase 4 will also 
introduce RoboApe exclusive 
merchandise, including 
clothing, accessories, stickers, 
stationery, and more.
* RoboApe Finance 
Rebranding: Once the 
RoboApe ecosystem is 
flourishing, we will undergo 
a finance rebranding, 
transforming RoboApe into a 
new and improved brand.

* NFT Marketplace: The final 
phase in our roadmap will 
begin with launching the NFT 
marketplace allowing users 
to buy, sell, and trade premier 
trading card NFTs.
* Community Governance: 
With the completion of 
the team’s work and the 
platform establishing itself, 
the governance will shift to 
the community, taking our 
ecosystem to new heights.
* New Community Initiatives: 
The community will work to 
expand the ecosystem by 
introducing new initiatives, 
integrations, developments, 
security enhancements, and 
more to evolve the platform 
continually.

1 2 3 4 5PHASE PHASE PHASE PHASE PHASE
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RoboApe Team
Developers 
With the perfect combination of skill, knowledge, talent, and 
blockchain expertise, our team of developers will work day and 
night to bring RoboApe into existence as the most powerful 
protocol in the DeFi sector. However, the developers will not finish 
after accomplishing such a task as they will work with the RoboApe 
community to realize the platform’s long-term goals, integrations, 
developments, and more for gradual and continued growth.

Influencers and Digitals 
Marketers 
Influencer onboarding is a key step in RoboApe’s path to success and 
popularity. With the youth of today destined to become the pillars 
of tomorrow, social media has created a new trend of sharing and 
conveying information online and has already been popularized by 
millennials. Social media influencers will provide a significant boost 
to the RoboApe brand and recognition across popular channels, in 
the hearts and minds of the upcoming generation. 
In addition, creative digital marketers and promoters will also be 
a significant part of our team, helping influencers and using novel 
approaches to spread the word for the development, integrations, 
releases, projects, eSport events, and charitable work. Digital 
marketing specialists will also use strategical campaigns and work 
with project managers to show the world a view behind RoboApe’s 
door by hosting interactive community events and AMAs (Ask Me 
Anything) on social media channels. 

Digital Artists 
With a platform promoting meme culture and providing the 
minting and trading of NFTs, our team will also incorporate digital 

artists. Our digital artists will have plenty of passion, knowledge, 
skills, and the enthusiasm to create digital art, 2-D and 3-D models, 
and fractional and dynamic paintings to develop and encourage 
our community to join suit and take RoboApe NFTs and ecosystem 
to the top.  

Advisors 
RoboApe will also work with trustworthy advisors and coaches with 
deep business knowledge, trustworthiness, strong communication, 
and expertise to advise our other team members and guide them 
adequately to ensure that the meme coin $RBA is on everyone’s 
tongue and RoboApe becomes a household name.

Feature Description

Deflationary $RBA 

A small portion of all collected $RBA will be 
burnt, i.e., taken out of circulation permanently, 
decreasing its supply and increasing its value with 
time. 

RoboApe Academy

A learning platform for everything crypto, sharing 
market news, informative blogs and vlogs, 
emerging technologies, and providing certification 
courses. 

RoboApe NFTs 
NFT minting platform and marketplace to create 
RoboApe trading cards and monetize NFT creations 
by buying, selling, and trading.

RoboApe eSports 

eSports contests for individual and multiplayer 
gaming tournaments with prize pools, 
sponsorships, endorsements, team rewards, and 
more. 

RoboApe Swap An interface for cross-chain swapping of $RBA with 
other cryptocurrencies.

RoboApe Meme Submissions
Submission of user-created memes in the form of 
images and GIFs handpicked to be used within the 
ecosystem.

RoboApe Forum
A community forum for discussing general 
attributes, helping newcomers, sharing memes, 
operations, community standards, etc.

RoboApe Gaming
Web browser and mobile games for users 
worldwide and gaming mods and servers for 
community members to share gaming lobbies. 17



Summary
The RoboApe Ecosystem with an excellent decentralized community will be a sustainable token promoting 
entertainment and rewards generation with the $RBA token and will provide.

Feature Description

Deflationary $RBA 

A small portion of all collected $RBA will be 
burnt, i.e., taken out of circulation permanently, 
decreasing its supply and increasing its value with 
time. 

RoboApe Academy

A learning platform for everything crypto, sharing 
market news, informative blogs and vlogs, 
emerging technologies, and providing certification 
courses. 

RoboApe NFTs 
NFT minting platform and marketplace to create 
RoboApe trading cards and monetize NFT creations 
by buying, selling, and trading.

RoboApe eSports 

eSports contests for individual and multiplayer 
gaming tournaments with prize pools, 
sponsorships, endorsements, team rewards, and 
more. 

RoboApe Swap An interface for cross-chain swapping of $RBA with 
other cryptocurrencies.

RoboApe Meme Submissions
Submission of user-created memes in the form of 
images and GIFs handpicked to be used within the 
ecosystem.

RoboApe Forum
A community forum for discussing general 
attributes, helping newcomers, sharing memes, 
operations, community standards, etc.

RoboApe Gaming
Web browser and mobile games for users 
worldwide and gaming mods and servers for 
community members to share gaming lobbies. 18


